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the site of the later Sybaris, on the other hand, is given some
colour by the evidence of the (late, and artificially recon-
structed) Temple-chronicle of Lindos,1 showing at any rate
contact between Lindos and Sybaris a little later ; and when
we hear of a Rhodian post " at Parthenope, among the
Opikoi ", the archaic phrase almost carries conviction ; a
later writer inventing such a detail would almost certainly
have spoken not of " Oscans " but of Campanians, the usual
fifth-century and later designation. And once more, the
eighth-century Greek pottery from near Taras, near Lokroi,
and a little, still earlier, from near Manfredonia, helps to
confirm this weak and nebulous literary tradition.2
In the light of all this it is probably no coincidence that
Cypriotes, Phrygians, and Rhodians, as well as Phoenicians,
are credited with " ruling the sea " for a few decades apiece,
during the Dark Ages, by that curious and artificial document,
Diodoros' " list of thalassocracies " as preserved by Eusebios.
We cannot, however, claim this as independent confirmation
of the other traditions, in view of the possibility that all
alike are derived from Kastor.
Rhodians, Cypriotes, Phrygians, or rather Kymaians, as
well as Phoenicians, ply then, all alike, in pursuit of the
metal-trade, especially that, probably, in iron and tin—tin,
so necessary to a civilization still in the main bronze-using
—along the Taphian seaway westwards. No Greek com-
munity and very few individuals depended upon trade for
their living; the historical importance of this probably very
limited early trade is that when the growing Greek population
overflowed, the traders were available to guide the colonizing
swarms. No doubt the traders were delighted on their own
account with the prospect of having colonies of their country-
men planted at what for them would be convenient
revictualling stations. This accounts for some early colonies
which have the air of having been pushed forward like
1 Entry No, xxvi,
* Cf, Blakeway, op.cit,, *n B,iS.4. xxxiii, Most of these sherds seem to show
some affinity to the Cretan and Cycladic Geometric fabrics, in which case they
may very well have coxae to the West In Rhodian shipping.

